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Some Club Med resorts in the Alps are also open to guests
during the summer: Les Arcs Panorama, Grand Massif Samoëns
Morillon, Valmorel, Serre Chevalier, and Pragelato Vialattea.
With such a variety of destinations, there is something to please
every mountain-lover and nature enthusiast.

Take part in long hikes, high-energy activities – such as kayaking
and mountain biking, or just admire the dreamy upland vistas of
authentic villages. A summer mountain holiday has it all for the
whole family to enjoy. Far from the stress of city life, both
parents and children are sure to enjoy the peaceful and relaxed
atmosphere of the summer mountain lifestyle. From its culinary
specialities to its wide range of activities, it is the perfect
holiday to make family memories that will last for a lifetime no
matter the Club Med mountain destination!
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A summer mountain holiday is a perfect
way to get away from it all by taking a
break from the hustle and bustle of city
life!
In the summer, the mountains offer
families an ideal getaway. Nature,
excitement, and discoveries are just
around the corner sure to please parents
and children alike.
This summer, families can get the
getaway they’ve always dreamed of, with
Club Med summer mountain resorts.
They will explore the great outdoors,
show their sporting prowess or indulge in
some pure rest and relaxation times.
Each resort is specifically designed with
families in mind. With spaces and
activities tailored just for families,
grandparents, parents, and children are
given the opportunity to spend time and
make unforgettable memories together.
With a Club Med summer mountain
holiday, families will get the holiday they
deserve and will bring home more than
memories.

NOTHING IS MORE 
IMPORTANT THAN FAMILY

Beginning this summer, children under
6 stay for free in all summer resorts
(mountain and seaside) regardless of the
departure period – even during school
holidays!
.

With Happy Family, children
under 6 stay for free!
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With their beautiful landscapes, a mountain holiday is ideal for the whole family to enjoy an
outdoor getaway and explore the natural surroundings.

With a wide range of activities, including hikes specially tailored for families via the Mhikes app,
everyone will be able to enjoy the fresh mountain air and beautiful nature landscapes as far as
the eye can see.

• FAMILY TOUR :
A fun family tour with challenges that are perfect for little ones. To reward tired little legs and
hungry bellies, a group snack is planned at the end of the tour.

• FANTASTIC FAMILY PICNIC :
An idyllic morning walk in the mountains is for sure going to hit the spot for families. Families
will follow mountain guides into unspoiled areas off the beaten tracks and have loads of fun
while enjoying a private picnic. In the morning, to allow them to be prepared for day, families
can make their own picnics at the restaurant.

• FAMILY-FRIENDLY HIKE : 
Families can discover the beauty of the mountain landscape during a half-day hike suited for
both parents and children. Accompanied by a trained guide on accessible hiking trail, they
might even discover a new family hobby!
This activity is available every day. Children of any age are welcome.
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Club Med’s mountain resorts are perfect for
families. Children can be supervised by
qualified and certified GOs (Gentils
Organisateurs) starting from 4 months of age
for resorts in the French Alps, and 2 years for
the Pragelato Vialattea resort in Italy.

Mini Club Med and Junior Club Med organize
exciting themed hikes for children:

èSpend an evening in the great outdoors
spent enjoying the magic of the
mountains seated around a campfire
before returning to the resort for the
night.

èDiscover the Alpine clover giving
Beaufort cheese all of its rich and
creamy flavour, learn about the
ingredients used to make cheese and
how they are made.

èLearn to identify the trunks of different
conifers while blindfolded and develop
your senses and curiosity!

èMake art and crafts using natural
elements of the forest and play as a
team to build a cabin in the woods.

èLearn some new skills with
wakeboarding at Grand Massif Samoëns
Morillon or Valmorel. This activity is
available for children from 11 to
17 years old.

èDiscover the mountains as a family on a
half-day hike, accompanied by a trained
mountain guide on a fun and easy
hiking trail.
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Club Med’s mountain resorts give holiday-goers an opportunity to experience unique thrills,
thanks to a wide range of sports, outings and activities. There’s something for everyone at
Club Med – the world’s largest sports club!
There is plenty of activities available for everyone from beginners to expert mountaineers.
Nature lovers and thrill seekers alike can choose from many activities included in Club Med’s all-
inclusive package or available on demand to build a tailored holiday suited to everyone’s wish!

The mountains are a perfect playground for outdoor sports enthusiasts !

INCLUDED ACTIVITIES 

• Mountain biking
• Nordic walking
• Themed hikes
• Aquadynamic/Aquafitness
• Indoor weight room and/or
• Cardio training
• Trail running
• Club Med Fitness

• Electric mountain biking
• Football/Mini football
• Tennis
• Basketball
• Volleyball
• Wakeboarding

ON-DEMAND ACTIVITIES
(DEPENDING OF THE RESORTS)
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ELECTRIC MOUNTAIN BIKING

Club Med’s electric mountain biking is so much fun;
holiday-goers forget that they’re actually working
out. Family electric bike outings are less physical and
give more time to discover the mountain. Follow the
bike instructor and enjoy the nearby forests, lakes,
and farms (2.5 hours, morning or afternoon).
Environmentally friendly and comfortable electric
bikes are available in all Club Med resorts.

è Included at: Les Arcs Panorama, Grand Massif
Samoëns Morillon and Valmorel.
è On demand at: Serre Chevalier and Pragelato
Vialattea

HIKING

Each resort has a hiking school with guides available
to answer questions and provide advice for guests
no matter their level. From beginners to seasoned
hikers, there is a perfect hike for everyone!
è Activity included at all resorts.
4 themes:
– Lakes and rivers
– Plant and wildlife
– Local culture and traditions
– Well-being

MHIKES THE APP

Available in every resort, Mhikes App gives hikers personalized hiking itineraries tailored to their
level of experience. They can head out on a couple, family or group hike to discover the magic
of the Alps in summer whenever the fancy strikes them.
Hiking trails are designed by experienced mountain guides who know perfectly the area
surrounding the resorts. Once an itinerary has been downloaded, the app can be used offline,
and interactive content pops up when hikers approach interesting sights. 6



Mountain holidays are also ideal to escape the hustle and bustle of the city life and getting a
deep breath of fresh air. Time to relax at Club Med’s mountain resorts. They offer rest,
rejuvenation, and calm through its spas, swimming pools, and other wellbeing areas such as
steam rooms and Jacuzzis. Guests can unwind in the most beautiful settings and give their body a
new lease of life and energy.

Club Med Spa by Cinq Mondes
Guests can treat themselves to a Cinq Mondes Spa treatment at Les Arcs Panorama resort and
experience some of the world’s most amazing beauty rituals. After their spa session, unwind in
one of Zen areas overlooking the Valley. Fitness and cardio training facilities are also an ideal
place to work out before indulging in a calm and soothing moment in one of indoor heated
pools, steam rooms, or outdoor Jacuzzis.

Club Med Spa by Carita
At the Valmorel and Grand Massif Samoëns Morillon resorts, guests can take advantage of
wellness and beauty centre by Carita. Guests have access to duo treatment rooms, multipurpose
treatment rooms, a hair salon, bathrobes on loan, and body scrub rooms in the steam room area.

Club Med Spa by Payot
At Pragelato Vialattea and Serre Chevalier resorts, the Club Med Spa by Payot takes guests on a
sensory journey with the brand’s beauty expertise at their service. From individual and duo
treatment rooms to duo treatment rooms for tandem treatments, Zen areas, steam rooms, and
saunas, Payot puts all of its legendary expertise at guests’ disposal.

Teen spa
Teenagers can also access wellness facilities in all mountain resorts. For young guests from 11 to
17 years old who would like to be pampered during their holiday, Teen Spas offer special
treatments just for them.
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Because holidays are also about taking the time to really enjoy gourmet food, Club Med has pioneered a
culinary offering that features varied and delicious options for everyone! Whether guests are looking to
savour local delicacies or discover cuisine from around the world, every dish is an opportunity to enjoy
new tastes in a vibrant atmosphere that is the perfect reflection of the Club Med spirit.

LES ARCS PANORAMA 
- La Pierre Blanche 
This restaurant is named after the historical name of Arc 1600 to celebrate its pioneer and avant-gardiste spirit.
The restaurant’s different areas offer a multitude of atmospheres for families, couples and groups of friends. Outside,
guests can enjoy a large sunny terrace with views over the valley. They will enjoy a variety of cuisine showcasing
international flavours to and local delicacies at breakfast, lunch and dinner.

- Le 1789 Gourmet Lounge restaurant and its terrasse
Located at an altitude of 1790 meters, the Gourmet Lounge restaurant offers clients an exclusive gourmet experience in
an intimate and refined atmosphere that features a panoramic view onto the valley. The decoration subtly blends
authenticity and modernity for a warm ambiance that makes it the perfect place to enjoy local products. This all-day-
dining restaurant offers guests a culinary experience that changes as the day goes on: a gourmet picnic at lunch, a tea
time in the afternoon and a tasting dinner in the evening. In the wine cellar our sommelier guides clients as they find the
perfect wine to match with the menu.

GRAND MASSIF SAMOËNS MORILLON
- The Cozy Mountain
- The Skyline Gourmet Lounge and its terrasse

VALMOREL
- La Laiterie Gourmet Lounge
- The Cerfs and The Céleste

SERRE CHEVALIER
- Le Vauban and its terrasse

PRAGELATO VIALATTEA
- Il Piemonte
- La Trattoria Menta (Italian cuisine)
- La Tana (Mountain specialities)
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LES ARCS PANORAMA, FRANCE
PREMIUM RESORT WITH AN EXCLUSIVE 

COLLECTION SPACE

In Savoie, nestled at 1,750 metres above sea level
in the heart of the Tarentaise valley,
Les Arcs Panorama resort offers a 180° sunrise
over the valley, the Mont Blanc and its eternal
peaks. The resort’s contemporary architecture
echoes the traditional codes used by mountain
architects, making it a picture-perfect fit for its
enchanted surroundings.
Located within the family-friendly ski resort of
Arc 1600, Les Arcs Panorama gives guests access
to a number of interesting sites, including the
summit of the Aiguille Rouge mountain chain –
with its breathtaking 360° view the Alps from an

altitude of 3,200 metres above sea level – and the
protected Vanoise National Park, with its 1,400
wild Alpine ibexes and 400 wild chamois.
From the resort, guests can follow trails or cut
across Alpine pastures to discover the Alps on
foot or by bike. After a hike and a delicious
gourmet meal, the Exclusive Collection Space’s
Jacuzzi and its 360° panoramic view is the perfect
place to let off steam while enjoying a beautiful
mountain vista.

GRAND MASSIF SAMOËNS MORILLON
PREMIUM RESORT 

As if it were a part of the mountain itself, the
Grand Massif Samoëns Morillon resort,
seamlessly blends into its surroundings thanks
to its vast outdoor terraces.
From Lake Geneva to the Mont Blanc
mountains, the Giffre river valley offers easy
access to the Samoëns resort. In the quaint
mountain village, the village centre is home to
a lime tree from 1438, an Alpine botanical
garden over a century old that runs the length
of the church and a local weekly market
setting the pace of life of the town’s.

CLUB MED MOUTAIN RESORTS  

#design #landscape #naturelover #liveoutdoors

#gretaoutdoors #sportymoutains
#natureandsport
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VALMOREL, FRANCE
PREMIUM RESORT WITH AN EXCLUSIVE

COLLECTION SPACE & CHALET-
APARTMENTS

Located in Savoie at the entrance of the
Tarentaise valley, nearby the Col de
la Madeleine, Valmorel offers a spectacular
view of the Beaufortin valley’s surrounding
peaks.
This resort town features traditional Alpine
architecture dominated by gorgeous wood
and stone. The town centre is entirely
reserved for pedestrians, which allows a
peaceful mountain atmosphere.
At an elevation of over 1,400 metres above
sea level, the undisturbed natural
environment is ideal for family activities.
Everyone is sure to share curiosity and
excitement discovering the local plant and
animal life.
Guests can choose between a bespoke
holiday experience at the Club Med
Exclusive Collection space, ‘Le Lodge’, or a
stay in the resort’s luxury chalets for a fun
family getaway!
#familytime #cosyfamily

SERRE CHEVALIER, FRANCE 
3 TRIDENT RESORT

In the southern Alps, which benefits from
nearly 300 days of sunshine per year,
Serre Chevalier is located approximately
fifteen kilometres from Briançon, a city known
for its art and history thanks to a fortress
designed by Vauban listed as a UNESCO
world heritage site.
Situated at an altitude of 1,400 metres above
sea level, Club Med Serre Chevalier is a
perfect place to breathe in the fresh air of the
mountain. With its wood and brick façade,
the resort stands against a mountainside
dotted with larch trees nearby a small lake
making it a picturesque mountain village
from the Hautes-Alpes. Numerous activities
mean that everyone in the family will find just
what they are looking for to enjoy their stay
to the fullest. Calm and exercise are what a
stay at Serre Chevalier is all about.

CLUB MED MOUTAIN RESORTS  

#freshair #wood&nature 10



PRAGELATO VIALATTEA, ITALY 
4 TRIDENT RESORT  

In the Piedmont region of northern Italy,
whose capital is the elegant city of Turin, the
charming Pragelato Vialattea resort is nestled
in a discreet valley. Its light-coloured sun just
a few miles away form of Sestriere.

This region of the Alps is filled to the brim
with things to discover, made up of a
patchwork of varied landscapes, from low
plains to high peaks that stay snowy even in
the middle of summer. A picturesque
backdrop that is enough to make anyone feel
like they are living the dolce vita.

CLUB MED MOUTAIN RESORTS  

#dolcevita #italiansavor
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ABOUT CLUB MED

Club Med, founded in 1950 by Gerard Blitz, is the pioneer of the all-inclusive concept, offering nearly 70
premium resorts in stunning locations around the world including North and South America, Caribbean, Asia,
Africa, Europe and the Mediterranean.

Each Club Med resort features authentic local style and comfortably upscale accommodations, superior
sports programming and activities, enriching children's programs, gourmet dining, and warm and friendly
service by its world-renown staff with legendary hospitality skills, an all-encompassing energy and diverse
backgrounds.

Club Med operates in more than 30 countries and continues to maintain its authentic Club Med spirit with an
international staff of more than 23,000 employees (G.O’s, Gentils Organisateurs and G.E’s Gentils Employes)
from more than 110 different nationalities. Led by its pioneering spirit, Club Med continues to grow and
adapt to each market with more than 14 new resorts opening within the next three years.
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